Abstract: A novel optical Fabry-Pérot interferometer (FPI) is proposed and experimentally demonstrated for multidimension microdisplacement sensing (MMS). The sensor structure consists of a section of twin-core fiber with a length of 2.4 cm and a section of feedback fiber (FBF) fabricated by normal single-mode fiber. The end faces of two fibers can be formed as the reflection cavity (RC) of the FPI. Mounting the sensor on translation stages, and moving the FBF in different directions to change the RC, the changing mode interference of the reflected beam can be measured. A maximum microdisplacement sensitivity of 0.954 nm/μm with a higher resolution 0.052 μm was achieved. Due to the advantages of the MMS and simple configuration, the sensor is significantly beneficial to practical application.
Introduction
Compared with traditional electronic based sensors, optical-fiber sensors have been extensively investigated due to numerous advantages of great multiplexing capability, compact size, immunity to electromagnetic interference, light weight and fast response. This kind of sensor has been playing increasingly roles in many applications, like bridge security monitoring [1] , [2] biochemical sensing [3] , power system monitoring [4] , [5] and machinery industry sensing [6] , [7] .
With the development of industrial technology, a number of new industrial products have been put forward, like ultra high resolution microscope, robotics, and micro-mechanical systems. Among them, micro-displacement is one of the most important parameter and needs to be precisely measured and controlled. Optical fiber based sensor is an excellent method for measuring this parameters, and there are more and more structures have been widely investigated [8] . Those developed fiber optic displacement sensors based on intensity modulation technique are normally categorized into two areas, sensor probe and reflection mirror [9] - [11] . In recent years, this structure has also been fully studied. In 2015, a properly selected tapered optical fiber tip and a flat reflecting target was proposed for displacement sensing [12] . In experiment, by scaling down the diameter of the core and cladding of the optical fiber to forms a interferometer. In 2016, a non-contact optical fiber displacement sensor based on bidirectional modulation of a Mach-Zehnder modulator [13] and a integrated fiber-optic interferometer model based on ultrasmall self-focusing optical fiber probe [14] were demonstrated. In these Fabry-Pérot interferometer (FPI) based displacement sensors, changes in distance alter the optical path difference between interfering beams and results in a change of the interference pattern. Despite the wide range of measurements, the sensor's resolution is low. Other types of displacement sensors based on Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) [15] - [18] , fiber Bragg grating (FBG) and long-period gratings (LPGs) [19] - [21] , a suspendedcore Sagnac interferometer [22] , and special structure configurations [23] - [27] have also been reported. Although some grating based displacement sensors have a good sensing properties, this structure need sophisticated manufacturing processes, like UV laser or CO 2 laser, which increases the cost of manufacturing. For some sensing head, the manufacture of new types of special optical fibers still suffers high factory cost.
Besides, most sensors above are in one direction, cannot detect multi-dimension displacement, the influenced by the distortion and bending of the fiber is large, which for some special applications, the impact cannot be ignored. In this paper, we proposed and experimentally demonstrated a novel optical Fabry-Pérot interferometer based on twin-core fiber for micro-displacement sensing. Although, people proposed a similar structures of the sensor previously [28] , only achieve a single dimension of micro-displacement sensing, and there is no discussion of sensing characteristics on the small displacement. Due to the special geometrical structure of the TCF, we found that the characteristics can used to realize the multi-dimension displacement sensing. Inour experiment, the displacement sensitivity along the Y-axis reached 0.954 nm/ μm with a higher resolution 0.052 μm, and basically not affected by distortion, which can work stably in the special application environment.
Working Principle
The schematic diagram of the proposed FPI structure including a TCF and a short section of FBF made by SMF, shown in Fig. 1 . The light beam transmission through TCF, then will be reflected at the fiber end of TCF and FBF. As the figure shows, R 1 and R 2 is the reflection coefficient of TCF and FBF, respectively. Considering the transmission coefficient and the reflection coefficient of light intensity, the equation can be written as [29] T where T FPI and R FPI is the transmission coefficient and the reflection coefficient of light intensity, ∅ is the phase difference of two adjacent beams, if we do not consider the loss of light at the interface, then the transmission coefficient of the fiber can be expressed as T 1,2 = 1 − R 1,2 and formula T FPI + R FPI = 1 established.
When ∅ = 2 mπ, (m = 1, 2, 3, . . .), the light beam can have a resonance and appeared a series of Airy structure, the resonant wavelength λ m can be expressed as
where n is the refractive index of the cavity, cosθ is a function of tilt angle of the fiber, d represents the distance between two end faces, that is, the cavity length of the FPI, shown in the Fig. 1 . In our experiments, the medium of the cavity is air, and two fiber can be considered as parallel. By measuring the spectrum of light waves, we can understand the properties of this resonance. Free spectral range (FSR) of the interference fringes of air cavity based FPI can be expressed as [30] 
when the FBF have a displacement, the cavity length of d will change, resulting in the FSR of reflection spectrum also changes. In our experiment, by using the fast Fourier transform method, the FFT-spatial frequency spectra of the reflection spectrum with or without FBF was compared, as shown in Fig. 2 , the black line represents the spectrum with FBF. It clearly shows that there are more than three modes involved in the interference patterns, demonstrated that the FBF can enhance the interference of the cladding mode with the core mode. It is worth noting that the spectrum can be improved by coating high reflective film on the end face. When we set the cavity length was about 102 μm, according to (4) , calculated the FSR at 1650 nm is about 13.6 nm, which matches well with the experimental ones shown by the inset of Fig. 2 . Since we using a TCF to form the FPI, the spectral is different from the structure that we proposed earlier [31] , which consist of two SMFs. In our experiment, the light propagating in SMF splitted into two beams in the TCF during tapered region. With the FBF displacement in different directions, the mode interference in the reflected beam will change. If the near field of the fiber seen as Gaussian distribution [32] , the beam have a divergence, due to the special structure of the incident field in twin-core fiber, when the cavity of FPI changes, the reflected light re-coupling into the fiber will change, which can measured by OSA for micro-displacement sensing.
Fabrication and Setup
To implement the micro-displacement sensor based on FPI, we employ the RC between the end faces of TCF and FBF to generate Fresnel reflectivity as the reflecting mirror of the FPI. The TCF has two all-solid cores, the cross-sectional morphology was observed using an optical microscope, shown in Fig. 3(c) , where the cladding diameter is 126 μm, the diameter of each core is 9 μm and the core distance is 30.4 μm. As before [33] , the process of FPI fabrication, firstly, a segment of SMF and a segment of TCF were cleaved, and then spliced together by a commercial fusion splicer (Ericsson, FSU-995) with the normal SMF splicing program. The SMF has a core diameter of 8.5 μm and a cladding diameter of 125 μm. Secondly, the fabricated device was tapered the fusion splices of the TCF by the fusion splicer with a discharging current of 11 mA and a tapering time of 6 s, and the splice point of the fiber was heated and drawn to gradually form a tapered zone. During this period the light power was gradually transferred from the SMF into the two cores of the TCF as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The diameter of the taper waist is 82 μm and taper length is 520 μm, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , which indicates that the fabricated structure could still keep a relatively high mechanical strength. Finally, the TCF was cleaved by a high precision fiber cleaver, by measuring, the distance was about 2.4 cm away from the fusion splices. Then another section of SMF was cleaved together, and fixed on the displacement platform as a reflecting mirror, and this fiber's pigtail was cut with a certain angle to avoid optical reflection at this fiber end face.
To analyze the performance and sensing properties of the proposed sensor, the schematic diagram of experimental setup sketched in Fig. 4 . After fixed the fiber on the platform with appropriate location, the FPI device then connected to a broadband light source (BBS) (KOHERAS, SuperK Uersa) through a fiber optic circulator (OC). The reflected light was measured by an OSA (YOKO-GAWA AQ6375) with resolution bandwidth set at 0.05 nm.
The sensor response to micro-displacement was examined by mounting the two ends of the sensing head on two translation stages, and moving the right stage to change the reflection cavity (RC) between the end faces. Here the Fresnel reflection of the TCF can provide a reflectivity of 3.5% and there is no additional coating film on the FBF. During the experiment, axial micro-displacement of the FBF along the right end of the TCF on the on the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis directions, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , which can measured by monitoring the wavelength shift and the spectrum amplitude variation of the interference patterns. For each measurement, we recorded the light spectrum when it is stable. 
Results and Discussion
Fig . 5 shows the corresponding reflection spectra of the FPI with various lengths of RC. The initial length of the RC in our experiment is about 77 μm. We can see that the representative reflection spectrum of the proposed sensor and its measured FSR matches the theoretical result very well and the reflection spectrum has obvious periodicity. With the FBF increasing displacement along the X-axis from 2.6 μm to 15.6 μm, the free spectra range (FSR) around 1470 nm and 1630 nm of the reflection spectrum decreased gradually, from 14.1 nm to 10.5 nm and from 19.2 nm to 14.7 nm, respectively. An image of the FPI based sensor head with two fiber end faces was illustrated in inset Fig. 6 . And it is worth mentioning that the tests were conducted at room temperature. Fig. 6 illustrates the corresponding FSR changing for around 1630 nm and 1470 nm of the reflection spectrum, different sensitivity of 0.422 nm/μm and 0.321 nm/μm are achieved, respectively, and summarized in detail in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , for all sample the linear correlative coefficients R 2 are greater than 0.99, indicates that the FSR of reflected light exhibits good linear relationship with the displacement over a small range along X-axis. In other words, FSR of the reflection spectrum and the length of RC have a reverse relationship.
Taking into account that the OSA has a wavelength resolution of 0.05 nm, maximum microdisplacement resolution of the sensor along X-axis is about 0.118 μm. Due to the initial length of the RC, the sensitivity of proposed sensor is not very high, the sensitivity has the potential to be improved by further diminishing the length of the FPC [28] . Moreover, the sensor structure can be used to realizing multi-dimension displacement measurement.
To demonstrate its multi-dimension measurement application, the same sensor was deployed in the subsequent experiment. Fig. 7(a) illustrates the change of reflection spectrum with respect to different displacement along with Y-axis, it can be observed that the spectral dip (SD) around 1650 nm of the wavelength moves monotonically toward shorter (blue shift) wavelengths as the displacement increases in every case, and the dip shifts by about 5.9 nm with the corresponding displacement 7.04 μm. In the process the reflected coupling efficiency of the cladding mode and core mode in the TCF was changed, which induced a change on the visibility of the interference patterns. The relationship between the spectral dip and displacement was illustrated in Fig. 7(b) , where a good linear (R 2 = 0.99) response with sensitivity of 0.954 nm/ μm is obtained. And maximum micro-displacement resolution of the sensor along Y-axis is about 0.052 μm, better than [15] . In order to compare the sensor performance along different axis, we also considered the FSR of reflection spectrum as the FBF moves along the Y-axis. As the length of the RC was almost unchanged during the displacement, we can find that the spectrum of FSR remained stable, the sensitivity is 0.12 nm/ μm shown in Fig. 7(b) , means that the micro-displacement along the Y-axis has little influence on the FSR. Fig. 8 illustrates the change of reflection spectrum when FBF have a different displacement along with Z-axis. Similarly, with the increase of displacement, the direction of the SD around 1615 nm of the wavelength drift to the left. The total displacement is 19.8 μm and the wavelength shift is about 2.3 nm. Comparison with Fig. 8 , we found that the spectrum change degree is smaller, which was caused by the special structure of the two cores in TCF, the light field distribution along the Y-axis and Z-axis is different, therefore the reflection spectrum with displacements is different. The relationship between the fringe dip and displacement was illustrated in Fig. 8(b) , the sensitivity is 0.127 nm/ μm. The displacement resolution of the sensor along Z-axis is about 0.394 μm. Also we obtained the FSR sensitivity is 0.01 nm/ μm in the whole displacement along Z-axis, which is much lower than displacement along the Y-axis. Considering the actual scene, the thermal expansion coefficient of the materials applied on the displacement platform will influence the sensitivity of the sensor [29] , we suggest that use fused silica to make the supporting platform, which have a similar thermal expansion coefficient (0.56 × 10 −6 K −1 ) with fiber, can reduce the adverse effects of temperature.
Considering the spectrum amplitude (SA), we also obtained two fitting curves of the spectrum amplitude around 1655 nm and 1610 nm under different displacement conditions, as shown in Fig. 9 , we can see that when the FBF displacement along Z-axis, the SA changes significantly about 0.034 dB/μm, much higher than the displacement sensitivity along Y-axis about 0.008 dB/μm, which also due to the distribution of the core in TCF. This feature can be used for characterize different dimensions of displacement with a low cross sensitivities. Besides, the experiments were repeated and the results remain stable indicate that the sensor has good repeatability.
Besides, compared with some MZI based one direction displacement sensors [17] , the proposed sensor can detect multi-dimension displacement. And due to the right end of the FBF was mismatched to the TCF without fusion splicing. The TCF was fixed, and the displacement occurred on FBF, so the sensor cannot affected by distortion and bending, which is very suitable for the measurement of multi-dimensional micro-displacement in some special situations.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we developed a novel FPI based on a section of TCF and experimentally demonstrated for micro-displacement sensing. By mounting the sensor on translation stages and moving the FBF in different directions, the changing mode interference of the reflected beam can measured and obtained a well defined interference spectrum. In experiments, different sensitivity of micro-displacement along X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis directions has achieved, and the displacement sensitivity along the Y-axis can reached 0.954 nm/ μm with a higher resolution 0.052 μm. Due to the advantages of the MMS and simple configuration, the sensor is of great value to ultra high resolution microscope and robotics systems. And by designing the structure of the optical fiber, the sensing properties can be improve.
